Modern Monte-Carlo-based rendering systems still suffer from the computational complexity involved in the generation of noise-free images, making it challenging to synthesize interactive previews. We present a framework suited for rendering such previews of static scenes using a caching technique that builds upon a linkless octree. Our approach allows for memory-efficient storage and constant-time lookup to cache diffuse illumination at multiple hitpoints along the traced paths. Non-diffuse surfaces are dealt with in a hybrid way in order to reconstruct view-dependent illumination while maintaining interactive frame rates. By evaluating the visual fidelity against ground truth sequences and by benchmarking, we show that our approach compares well to low-noise path traced results, but with a greatly reduced computational complexity allowing for interactive frame rates. This way, our caching technique provides a useful tool for global illumination previews and multi-view rendering.
succeeds. This construction process is performed for each octree level, with cell indices being adapted 177 accordingly. As the utilized hash map implementation is bound to 32 bit keys and an octree's extents 178 are limited to powers of two, the maximum representable resolution is 1024 3 . Higher resolutions are 179 represented by splitting space into multiple hash maps per octree level.
180
The values stored in the octree's underlying hash maps are actual indices to global data arrays.
181
These arrays occupy exactly the space required to store all the information that is computed throughout 182 the process. Note that the presented implementation relies on caching only the outgoing diffuse 183 illumination without any directional information other than the front and back of each cache cell, where 184 the front is determined to be the inverse orientation of the first ray that hits any geometry within a cell. 185 While it would be possible to store information for more directions this would negatively influence 186 storage requirements and performance. However, storing at least two directions is necessary since 187 infinitesimally thin geometric primitives may be illuminated differently from both sides. To store more 188 accurate GI information for those cases we construct the arrays to contain the following data per cell:
189
• Diffuse illumination for the front and back of each cell as six half values (96 bits) 190 • Compressed cell normal (32 bits) 191 • Currently accumulated number of samples (32 bits) 192 • The frame index the cell has last been wiped (32 bits). 193 Thus, the total amount of memory required for the data of one cell is (12 + 4 + 4 + 4)Bytes = 24Bytes.
194
The reset information is required to rebuild the cache when illumination changes occur. Note that 195 the diffuse illumination is not attenuated by the diffuse material colour (albedo) at this point. Instead, 196 this is accounted for during reconstruction, which allows for a higher-quality representation of spatial 197 variation in the appearance of diffuse surfaces. In order to determine the front normal of each cell, 198 which is required to discern the stored orientations of each cache cell, an atomic compare-and-swap is 199 used to store the current normal in a cache cell if no normal is stored so far. All generated samples can 200 then be assigned to the front of back by comparing their stored normals with the front normal.
201
There are no specific constraints for the number of triangles per octree cell (or, vice versa, the 202 number of octree cells per triangle), as the required resolution largely depends on the lighting situation and the actual camera settings and position -for quick previews during modeling of individual objects, Figure 3 . An overview of the caching process. Hitpoints, normals and irradiance samples are generated by the path tracing process. The hitpoints' coordinates are then used to determine the HashGrid indices for each hitpoint. Using these indices, the HashGridManager is queried for the global indices to the data arrays and the cached normals. A binary orientation for each irradiance sample, the actual irradiance sample and the global data indices are now used to collate the data in a sort-and-reduce operation. The resulting unique information per grid cell is then merged with the current cache data.
While Figure 3 already gives a general overview of the process described in this section, including 207 the general data flow and algorithmic elements, a further description is given below.
208
During the caching process, rays are shot into the scene from the current camera view and traced 209 along randomly generated pathsx = x 0 x 1 . . . x k , with x i being that path's individual vertices located 210 on scene surfaces, and rec being the maximal recursion depth. As we want to cache data not only 211 for the first hitpoint (which would effectively only represent directly visible geometry), we compute 212 illumination along subpaths with a maximum length of len and store these for the first store hitpoints.
213
Thus, since all vertices of a path should account for the energy transported along the same number of 214 consecutive vertices in order to provide consistent data, the maximum path length is store + len and 215 the indirect illumination contributed to each vertex x i along the path has to be limited to the subpath 216 vertices x i+1 , . . . x i+ len , i + len ≤ rec . This is illustrated in Figure 4 . As soon as the local illumination 217 and the reflected direction ω i for the current vertex x j have been computed, the energy transported 218 along the current path is updated by computing the throughput T i = f r (i)/prob(x j )(ω i · n) according 219 to the locally evaluated BRDF. The first vertex along the current path that should still account for energy 220 originating at the current vertex is at index p = max{0, j − len }. In order to take into account the 221 accumulated throughput for the current subpath from vertex x j back to vertex x j , each preceding vertex 222 x j <j is updated with the reflected local energy L j by computing the component-wise multiplication
Here, the diffuse material colour C j is not accounted for in vertex x j . It is instead taken into account 224 after reconstruction in order to avoid loss of spatial variation in the appearance of diffuse materials. before performing an update on the global data arrays in order to avoid synchronization issues.
232
Pre-accumulation is implemented using a radix sort approach and a consecutive reduction with the 233 global data index as the primary key and the binary orientation information (front or back) as the 234 secondary key. In order to use the orientation information as the secondary key in the reduction, the 235 individual samples' normal vectors have to be replaced with a binary front/back information: 1, if the 236 sample lies within the front-facing hemisphere, -1 otherwise. If storage is not an issue, more directions 237 could be represented, which may also allow for caching glossy materials. Afterwards, the data is 238 coarsened for the preceding octree level and the process is repeated until all levels have been updated.
239
The full octree update is in O(n log n), with n being the number of updated cache cells. As rendering scenes with Lambertian materials exclusively may cause them to appear visually 242 dull and unrealistic, our system provides the means for handling materials with glossy or specular 243 properties. For the reconstruction step, primary geometry hitpoints are determined for each individual 244 pixel, with the exception of glossy and specular materials, where the specific rays are traced further 245 until they eventually arrive at maximum depth rec , a diffuse material, or hit the background. For each 246 path, the accumulated throughput is stored for the first p−1 vertices as T acc = ∏ i< p −1 T i together with 247 the diffuse material colour, the local normal, and the appropriate octree level (selected by projecting 248 the pixel area in object space). The reconstruction is executed per-level and accumulated in the image 249 by selecting the correct orientation from each cell and multiplying the retrieved diffuse illumination 250 value with T acc · C p −1 .
251
In order to reduce the blocky appearance caused by low cache resolutions, we employ a spatial jittering method to compute the actual cell index. This jittering method is based on the hitpoint's local tangent plane:
Here, p and p are the original and the jittered hitpoint, u, v ∈ [−1, 1] are uniformly distributed random 252 numbers, t and b are the tangent and the binormal, s c is the actual cell size and s j is the user-adjustable 253 scale of the jittering. Finally, a basic edge-aware cross-bilateral denoiser filters remaining noise for 254 each depth layer individually and also tries to fill holes where cache information is not available.
255 Figure 5 shows the effect of jittering and denoising in two areas: While the wall in the back shows 256 more high-frequency noise, the statue in the front reveals quantization artifacts due to great differences Note that spatial jittering may result in slight artifacts when cells are processed which do not have 260 geometry in all neighboring cells that lie on the respective tangent plane (cf. Figure 6 ). This is mainly 261 caused by the fact that our data structure does not support enhanced sparsity encoding, but rather 262 relies on constrained access [33] to avoid further memory consumption. Two cases may appear: 263 1. The hash key for the neighboring grid cell may belong to another cell that belongs to the scene's 264 geometry. In such a case, visual artifacts may occur. 265 2. The hash key for the neighboring grid cell may yield an empty entry in the hash map. In this 266 case, the irradiance value is set to the average of the pixel's neighbors, i.e., invalid or unsampled 267 pixels resulting from spatial jittering are filled in.
268
However, during our evaluation, we did not observe any major artifacts resulting from this. Thus, we 269 decided not to include any way of querying a cell for its grid coordinates. Figure 6 . Two-dimensional example of the possible issue with spatial jittering: For a hitpoint p on an arbitrary scene surface with a jitter radius of r, the sampled cell resulting from p = p + j with j ∈ J and J = { j | j ∈ [−r, r] 2 } may not contain any scene geometry. Consequently, the according cell has no memory explicitly reserved in the hash map. The computed hash key may thus lead to empty or even plainly wrong cells. The filled area represents the set of possible jittered points J. The green area is the subset of points that result in valid keys, while the read area depicts the subset of invalid points. Figure 7 . An overview of the reconstruction process. A ray tracing step is performed to find the actual hitpoints that have to be reconstructed from the cache. In order to support non-lambertian materials, this step includes tracing rays until a diffuse surface is found, the background is hit or a user-definable maximum recursion depth is reached. The HashGrid indices computed from the hitpoints are then sorted by the appropriate octree-level and the cache is queried for the actual data indices. Together with hitpoint-wise texture and geometry information, the acquired irradiance is filtered in a denoising step in a layered back-to-front way. This means that each recursion level is filtered individually and then combined with the next (closer) level, until the primary hitpoints are reached. The result is then combined in a running estimate to achieve higher image quality when the camera is not moving.
Ray Tracing Hitpoints
In section 3.4, we present how we extend our system with a filtering approach that accounts for 271 multiple bounces of glossy and specular reflections and refractions in order to improve visual quality.
272
Note that in our implementation caching and reconstruction are independent of each other. The 273 caching process can be executed with an arbitrary sampling scheme at freely selectable resolutions, 274 while the reconstruction just retrieves the stored illumination values from the data structure. Thus, 275 the caching process may actually rely on arbitrary distributions of rays throughout the scene, which also enables strategies like randomly or adaptively sampling the scene along camera paths or creating 277 importance-based sampling schemes. Additionally, the separate caching step can be performed with 278 arbitrary numbers of samples. In our case, we tested the caching performance at various resolutions, 279 as shown in Section 4.
280
An overview of the process described in this section is given in Figure 7 . . Layered filtering process, illustrated for three layers. The reconstructed diffuse illumination E rec for hitpoints that reached cached materials is added to the current result in each level. Together with the auxiliary buffers such as the local G-buffer, it is then processed by the denoising method. Afterwards, albedo is taken into account, and the data is propagated to the next layer. This process is repeated until the first layer, formed by the primary hitpoints, is reached and the final image is reconstructed.
While the plain octree reconstruction described so far may suffice in some scenarios, it is known 283 from regular path tracing that convergence can be slow in many scenes. This makes it necessary to 284 employ filtering methods in order to achieve noise-free images within an acceptable time frame. The 285 kind of noise remaining in the generated images largely depends on the employed rendering method, 286 while quantization artifacts are effectively reduced by the aforementioned spatial jittering method.
287
However, it is important to note that an existing filtering method developed for path tracing will not 288 work for the kind of noise our approach exhibits, as noise scales with the distance to a surface because 289 of the limited cache resolution. Our suggested filtering approach aims to increase visual fidelity under 290 such circumstances, while explicitly accounting for glossy, specular and refractive materials.
291
The main idea of our method is to split the traditional filtering step that is carried out on the final 292 image into multiple steps by filtering each bounce of light in an individual layer (cf. Figure 8) . With a 293 non-layered filtering approach, the scene information available to the actual algorithm is limited to the 294 first hitpoint, and multiple bounces between reflective and refractive materials have to be processed 295 with the information at hand. This may result in a loss of detail or the need for more samples in order 296 to achieve satisfactory results.
297
At the core of our layered filtering approach is an arbitrary image-space denoising filter. In this 298 exemplary case, this is a slightly extended cross-bilateral filter with a sparse sampling pattern based 299 on the voxel filtering technique presented by Laine et al. [34] . In contrast to suggesting a concrete 300 filtering method, we present a layered filtering framework, which is inherently independent of the 301 filtering method used. This way, more recent filtering approaches could also be integrated and adapted to further improve the results. In order to provide the necessary information to this filter for each 303 bounce of illumination, we extend upon the stored data described in section 3.3. For each vertex x (p) i 304 belonging to the pathx (p) , the following information is stored: 
312
The edge-stopping functions we use are defined as follows:
Normals: w n = s n max 0, n p · n q (2)
Path length:
Path segment length:
Albedo: w c = 1 − s c ∆c/(∆c + 1)
Luminance: w l = max{0, 1 − log(1 + s l ∆l/(∆l + 1))} (6)
As each bounce is filtered individually and the results are propagated, we left out the depth 313 index i from the description of the edge-stopping functions. The pixel indices are denoted p and q. Our approach to caching, filtering and accumulating is essentially an approximate final gathering 338 step split into two separate steps: For diffuse materials, the illumination is approximated by integrating 339 the energy arriving at each octree cell in the caching phase. For all non-lambertian materials, rays 340 are traced until a diffuse material is hit in the reconstruction step. Then, the pre-gathered diffuse 341 illumination is queried from the cache at these points. This hybrid approach is directly supported 342 by our layered filtering method, which makes it possible to filter the illumination gathered in the 343 octree cells separately based on local scene information, even if it is only indirectly visible in an image.
344 Figure 10 shows a comparison between traditional and layered filtering for the first three bounces.
345 Figure 10 . Interleaved comparison between filtering the first three accumulated bounces with traditional (red insets) and layered filtering (green insets). The image has been reconstructed with 1 sample per pixel after filling the cache with 4 samples per pixel just for the illustrated viewpoint.
The utilization of local geometry information through layered G-buffers shows clear improvements in image quality. Filter weights for color and luminance differences have been adjusted in comparison to the weights chosen in the evaluation measurements. Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 22 January 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202001.0247.v1 Figure 13 . The effect of adjusting the cache resolution. Rightmost pictures show the reference rendering at 16,384spp. The rest of the images show cache resolutions from 2048 3 down to 256 3 decreasing by powers of two (from right to left). It can be seen that the decreased spatial resolution leads to quantization artifacts which are effectively filtered by jittering and denoising. However, fine-grained details would not be resolvable at low resolutions and a complete loss of spatial details may occur.
Preprints (www.preprints.org) | NOT PEER-REVIEWED | Posted: 22 January 2020 doi:10.20944/preprints202001.0247.v1 Figure 14 . Comparison of images generated with pure path tracing and with the support of HashCache. Left: The full image subdivided horizontally into areas rendered with HashCache at 1spp, 8spp, 64spp, 512spp, and Path Tracing at 16,384 spp. Insets in green are magnified on the right for the various settings. Right: Zoomed-in rendering for comparison, rendered with Path Tracing, HashCache (with 3 more frames in the sequence rendered before), and HashCache individual (the camera position has been rendered without filling the cache in preceding frames). For the upper inset, the HashCache system already yields a quality at 64spp (512spp for individual rendering) that's at least on-par with the path traced image at 16,384spp. However, the lower inset shows more artifacts than the reference even at 512spp for the HashCache rendering. The main reason for this is that we have tuned the denoising filter to maintain shadows. Different denoising methods used with our layered framework should well be able to resolve this. Left: The full image rendered at the reference sample count of 2 15 . The green inset is magnified on the right for the various rendering settings. Right: Zoomed-in rendering for comparison, rendered with Path Tracing, HashCache (with 4 more frames in the sequence rendered before as a warm-up phase), and HashCache individual (without filling the cache in preceding frames). For the upper inset, the HashCache system already yields a quality at 64spp (512spp for individual rendering) that's at least on par with the path traced image at 16,384spp. Figure 13 shows a visual comparison of the quality improvements by increasing the hash 378 resolution. Figure 5 shows the effectivity of the spatial jittering method for hiding quantization 379 artifacts.
Results and Evaluation
380 Figure 14 shows a comparison of images from three rendering modes: pure path tracing,
381
HashCache rendering an image sequence and HashCache rendering an individual frame. Glossy 382 reflections appear at a high quality early in the process and details in such reflections are preserved 383 very well.
384 Figure 15 shows how well our system performs with a reflective surface. Due to the layered 385 filtering approach, a quality similar to the reference rendering is already achieved with a fraction of 386 the samples regular path tracing needs.
387
The effect of layered filtering for glossy and specular (refractive) materials is shown in more detail 388 in Figure 16 . Overblurring details in refractions and reflections is avoided by the layered approach.
389
Instead, the diffuse surface hit by the reflected and refracted rays is filtered in its own layer and it is 390 then propagated along the path. It is clearly visible how the noisy illumination from the back wall is reflected in the glossy surface on the ground when layered filtering is deactivated. With layered filtering, the noise can be filtered in a separate layer and then be accounted for in the glossy reflection. For the refractive material on the right, a similar effect is visible: refracted rays pick up the noisy cache values from the back wall when layered filtering is deactivated. With layered filtering turned on, this noise can be effectively filtered before it is propagated to preceding vertices on the path. This allows for removing the noise locally without loss of details. An example for the individual layers being filtered is shown in Figure 10 Performance Figure 17 shows rendering times and the average number of samples cached per 392 frame for two different cache settings: ( store = 3, len = 3) and ( store = 8, len = 8). The caching 393 resolution factor (CRF) serves to adjust the number of rays cast in the caching phase. If set to 1, the 394 number of primary rays will be the same as the chosen image resolution in the reconstruction step.
395
While the cache construction times behave quadratic with regard to the CRF (because resolution 396 is multiplied with the CRF both horizontally and vertically), reconstruction times do not depend 397 on this setting. The average filtering time measured for the bilateral filter is 22ms, while the cache 398 query took 4.5ms and the ray tracing phase for determining the visible geometry took around 31ms.
399
Thus, at a frame rate of around 17fps, the reconstruction itself is well-suited for interactive previews.
400
The additional time taken by the caching procedure depends largely on the rendering and caching 401 parameters. Setting low values for store and len causes the ray tracing step not only to work with 402 shorter but also more coherent paths, which is beneficial for its performance. However, despite the top 403 configuration delivering the fastest caching times, the number of updated cache cells on the right also 404 shows that cache convergence should be expected to be relatively slow. Only storing the first vertex 405 for each path also causes issues with glossy, specular or transparent materials where the positions 406 of subsequent vertices have not yet been seen directly by the user. Imagine a white wall reflected 407 inside a mirror. It will only show a correctly rendered reflection if it has already been viewed before.
408
However, this issue can be easily avoided by choosing a higher setting for store , which is desirable 409 anyway in order to cache illumination for scene parts that are not directly visible. The relatively slow 410 cache update times for high CRF settings and high recursion and storage settings visible in Figure 17 411 are not a real issue for interactive exploration; in order to keep the process interactive, we modified 412 our exemplary implementation to adjust the CRF to maintain a certain framerate while the camera is 413 moving and only perform caching with the full resolution in the absence of movement. As shown in 414 Figure 18 , the actual reconstruction time is low enough to allow for fully interactive camera movements 415 when the CRF is lowered. While the initial construction of the cache may take a couple of seconds 416 depending on the set resolution, it is faster than Radiance Caching approaches [11, 12] . Yet, it means 417 that the HashCache is too slow to support fully dynamic scenes. We hope to omit the necessity of an 418 explicit hash map construction step by using non-perfect hashing schemes in our future work.
CACHING/REC. TIMES L_STORE=1, L_LEN=3
Filtering Query Cache hash maps at a total resolution of 2048 3 . One possible approach to handle the memory requirements 425 resulting from higher resolutions would be the integration of an out-of-core component into our 426 system, dynamically loading currently required data from host memory to the GPU. Table 1 . Data densities and memory requirements. The data density is the quotient of occupied cells and the actual number of cells for a full grid of resolution n 3 . Data memory is the amount of memory required to store the full data arrays. Hash Memory is the amount of memory reserved for the hash map representation for the respective level. produce a high visual quality, but cannot simply be applied to HashCache renderings because of the 430 different appearance of noise. Also, these techniques rely on a temporal coherence between subsequent 431 views. In contrast, the HashCache allows for integrating GI data from arbitrary spatial locations.
Country Kitchen

432
Thus we are certain that all of these techniques can benefit from the knowledge from world-space 433 caches. With the HashCache's hybrid reconstruction method, specular materials can be supported 434 with ease (see Figure 15 ). Notwithstanding querying the world-space cache is slower than a cache in 435 image space (4.5ms for HashCache vs. ∼0.5-1ms for Schied et al. [27] ). Yet in contrast to techniques 436 such as NVIDIA's machine learning solution [17] that needs specific training data or might produce 437 inconsistent results, the HashCache can be filled at run time. Admittedly though the caching itself is a 438 very costly operation (see Figure 18 ), but the CRF can be freely adapted. The figure also shows how the 439 actual camera settings may influence caching and rendering times. For Country Kitchen, rendering at 440 the beginning takes only little time because the camera is still outside the room, which means that a lot 441 of rays actually hit the background. As the camera gets nearer to the room, recursion depth increases 442 because the rays are reflected between surfaces a lot more often. For the reconstruction, there is no vast difference caused by such a scenario. The only increase in recursion depth is caused by non-diffuse 444 materials.
445
Once caches are filled to a certain extent, it is possible to limit the CRF largely and thus significantly 
